A 59-year-old healthy man presented with a 14-month history of an asymptomatic, slow-growing red papulo-nodular lesion on the left side of his scrotum. Physical examination revealed a 0.9 cm erythematous, dome-shaped nodule with a “stuck-on” appearance (Fig. 1a). Dermoscopic examination revealed multiple, dotted, pinpoint-size and globular regular vessels following regular pearl-like and serpiginous lines, especially on the upper half of the lesion (Fig. 1b). Surgical excision of the lesion confirmed the diagnosis suspected at dermoscopy.

Histological examination (Fig. 1c) demonstrated a sharply demarcated area of acanthotic epidermis, with psoriasiform appearance. The nuclei appeared normal. Slight spongiosis was observed and neutrophils were present throughout the epidermis. Periodic acid-Schiff reaction revealed the presence of large amounts of glycogen within the cells.

What is your diagnosis? See next page for answer.

Fig. 1. (a) A reddish nodule on the scrotal surface. (b) Dermatoscopic features. Multiple dotted, pinpoint-size and globular regular vessels distributed all over the lesion. The capillaries are distributed following regular pearl-like and serpiginous lines. (c) Histology shows a sharply demarcated area of acanthotic epidermis with a psoriasiform appearance.
A Reddish Papular Lesion on the Scrotum: Comment

**Diagnosis: Clear cell acanthoma**

Clear cell acanthoma (CCA) is a first-stage, epidermal tumour, first described by Degos et al. in 1962 (1). It occurs more frequently as a solitary asymptomatic nodule or plaque, usually located on the legs and trunk of elderly people (2). CCA typically presents itself as a slowly growing, pink-brown, dome-shaped lesion. The appearance is usually “stuck-on” or blush (3), while the size ranges from several millimetres to occasionally some centimetres in diameter (2). A thin collarette scaling often circumscribes the lesion. The tumour is composed of pale, glycogen-filled, normal- or large-size keratinocytes. The aetiology remains unknown; however, some authors have suggested that CCA is a reactive psoriasiform dermatosis (4).

The dermoscopic pattern of CCA was first described by Blum in 2001, as a psoriasis-like pattern consisting of partly homogeneous, symmetrical or bunch-like arranged, dotted vessels (3). According to Zalaudek et al. (4), the dotted vessels do not display a homogeneous distribution, as they usually do in psoriasis cases, but appear in a linear regular pearl-like distribution, following serpiginous lines or in a reticular pattern. Thus far, only a few reports have supplied a complete dermoscopic description of CCA (5–8). The dermoscopically described vessels represent the dilated capillaries oriented mainly perpendicularly to the skin surface in the elongated dermal papillae. This dermoscopic pattern may be a useful differential diagnostic tool for other non-pigmented tumours, in particular amelanotic melanoma, Spitz naevus, and Bowen’s disease (9). The peculiarities of this case are the very unusual scrotal localization and the almost completely pearl-like and serpiginous distribution of capillaries detected on dermoscopy.
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